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Whether there is a direct and certain item as the foundation of empirical 
knowledge, it is a basic issue in contemporary philosophy, which causes many 
problem composing the crucial question field. And all reflects mainly on the doctrine 
of the given. It regards sense-datum as reliable start because things as foundation of 
knowledge have two necessaries, that is direct and certain. The former guarantees 
non-inferential, and the later warrants reliable need. So only sense meets the need. 
According to the doctrine of the given, mind is reducible to sense.  
C.I.Lewis is the first person to elucidate systematically the doctrine of the 
given,and holds firmly that there is the given. According to his points, there are two 
elements in perception: the given and interpretation,which essentially inherits Kantian 
view of distinction between intuition and concept. Lewis states that the given is either 
sense-datum or items analyzing into some sense-datum. Belief involves the 
application of concept, that is interpretation of the given, or activities of concept. And 
Knowledge involves interpretation which is creative. Lewis does all to attempt to 
build relation between pragmatism and realism.   
Wilfrid Sellars repudiate the given as foundation of knowledge which he calls 
the myth of the given.In his Empiricism and The Philosophy of Mind, experience 
without concept content, justification with internal inferential structure and normative 
justification interweave three threads of critiques of the myth of the given. He claims 
that sense-datum plays a causal role in justification of knowledge, and we can`t draw 
a conclusion that sense-datum play a justified role in knowledge. If we confuse 
justification with causation, the result is the myth of the given. Hence he shows the 
following versions of the myth of the given: first,the myth of the given as the theory 
of sense-datum; second,“to look”as the myth of the given, that is,“to look”is 
conceptually prior to“to be”and “to look” is incorrigible;third,“to appear” as the 
myth of the given, that is, supposing subjectively thing as sense-datum is both direct 
empirical content and having positive epistemic status; Four, conceptual empirical 














basic words or concept obtain directly their meaning from experience and 
independently of any other concepts ou linguistic expressions. After rejecting all the 
myth of the given, he suggests that observational report serves as the foundation of 
knowledge. 
After Sellars` rejecting the myth of the given, the Pittsburg School of Philosophy 
arise on the heels of Sellars`s repudiation of the given, as known as the Pittsburg 
Hegelians or as Pittsburg neo-Hegelians and is often associated with Sellars, 
McDowell and Brandom.The feature of the Pittsburg School is normative 
functionalism. According to their views, justification is normative, and internalism 
and externalism integrates gradually. McDowell and Brandom are anti-subjective, and 
also internalists. McDowell`s view of concept without boundary shows world lies in 
the space of reason,that is, nothing is beyond the concepts. His “having facts in view” 
is essential internalism.Similarly,Brandom`s local externalism argument shows 
attributing externally only stands within the space of the reason.  
After the myth of the given, it turns to the debates between conceptualism and 
non-conceptualism, instead of the given in contemporary philosophy. If we can prove 
the existence of non-conceptualism and its epistemic status, then it also shows 
non-conceptual content can play a epistemic role in justification. But conceptualism 
denies it, even if there is certain non- conceptual content, there is no epistemic status. 
Key Words: the Given, the Myth of the Given, conceptualism and non-conceptualism, 
          Normativity , the Pittsburg School 
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